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STITCHES: using crochet-hook: slip stitch (sl st), single crochet (sc), double crochet (dc), 
chain stitch (ch)

BASE STRIP: using n. 4 crochet-hook cast on 1 ch; wind yarn on the hairpin from left to right, around 
right arm and work 1 ch in center of the hairpin; *wind yarn from center to left, around left arm, turn the 
hairpin and at the same time pass the crochet-hook through the hairpin so that it’s in front of work, make 
1 sc picking-up only the front thread of the loop (previously made), *; rep. from * to* until you’ll have on 
both arms the specified rings. When you have completed the hairpin with rings, take all rings off of the hairpin (except last 5 rings ) and 
continue the work. In order to avoid the entangling of the unthreaded rings, roll up the unthreaded piece or thread the rings of one side 
on safety pins.
Trimming of the strips: after you have worked the required rings, take the strip off of the hairpin and continue crochet as foll.: do not cut 
the yarn and begin from the center of the strip, so work [*4 ch, 1 sc picking-up 2 rings* ; rep. from* to * for 6 times; 2 ch, 1 sc picking-up 
14 rings]; rep. from [ to ] till the end of the strip. In this way you ‘ll have completed first long side. Cont. with 4 ch, 1 sc in center of the 
short side, 4 ch. Rep. instruct. from [ to ] on whole second long side. End work with 4 ch and 1sl st in the center of the short side (where 
you began). Fasten the thread.
Joining of the strips: arrange the strips like showed by the drawing and alternating the motifs in order to obtain the wavy shape. Work 
1 sc and 2 ch in the first sc of one strip and 1 sc and 2 ch in first sc of the second strip. Begin from sc on the 14 loops of first strip and on 
sc of fourth pair of loops of second strip. End with 1 sc on sc of last group consisting of 14 loops of second strip. Fasten the thread. 

PATTERN
The sweater consists of: 2 strips consisting of 28 loops, on ea side, for the shoulders; 2 strips consisting of 86 loops, on ea side and 2 
strips consisting of 98 loops, on ea side, for the yoke, 4 round sewed strips consisting of 196 loops, on ea side, for the body. 

Yoke: crochet 2 strips consisting of 28 loops on ea side, 2 strips consisting of 86 loops on ea side and 2 strips consisting of 98 loops on 
each side. Trim the strips consisting of 28 loops as foll: 1 sc picking up 2 loops at a time, on both side. 
Trim two strips const. of 86 loops beginning and ending one side with one group of 8 loops instead of 14 loops and beginning and ending 
the second side with 4 groups consisting of 2 loops instead of 7 groups. 
Trim other strips like above explained. Join the strips like above explanation and according to the drawing.
Body: make one strip consist. of 196 loops on each side and join the beginning and the end of the strip with 1 sc in the first sc of the 
strip. Trim the strip like above explan. and join it tog. with the other 
strips of the yoke. In the same way make other 2 strips and join them 
together and then tog. with the first strip, like above showed. The third 
strip have to be trimmed only on one side in order that the loose loops 
of the second side shape the fringes of the edge. 

FINISHING
Neckline Band: using n. 4 crochet-hook work one r. of 108 sc and one 
r. of dc. Fasten the thread.
Armhole Band: using n. 4 crocket-hook work around two armholes one 
r. of 68 sc and one r. of dc. Fasten the thread.
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MATERIALS
•	 MONDIAL	SCILLA	yarn	-	200	grs.	of	312	col.
•	 1	universal	hairpin
•	 n.	4	crochet-hook
•	 wool	round	needle
•	 skill	level:	easy
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